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INTRODUCTION
Planets in the super-Earth-to-sub-Neptune size range (radii 1<R p /R ⊕ <3.8) are not represented in our Solar System but are numerous around other stars (Batalha 2014; Marcy et al. 2014 ). Yet, key aspects such as their composition or the mechanisms controlling their formation and evolution remain unclear. This range of sizes overlaps with the transition between rocky planets and planets with large amounts of gases and astrophysical ices (Valencia et al. 2013; Rogers 2015) . Understanding this transition is critical towards forming the big picture of exoplanets, and as a preparatory step to investigate planets with conditions apt for life. Determining the atmospheric composition of a sample of small exoplanets will prove useful to address these and other open questions in exoplanetary science. As small exoplanets are notoriously difficult to characterize, space missions such as CHEOPS (Fortier et al. 2014 ), TESS (Ricker et al. 2015) and PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014) will play a key role at finding the most favorable targets around nearby stars for follow-up investigations.
π Men is a quiet G0 V star of V-mag=5.65 at 18.28 pc (Gaia Collaboration 2018) orbited by two substellar objects. π Men b is a massive (M p /M J ∼10) object on an eccentric (e∼0.6), long-period (P orb ∼2100 days) orbit discovered by radial velocity (Jones et al. 2002) . π Men c, a small (M p /M ⊕ =4.52±0.81; R p /R ⊕ =2.06±0.03), close-in (P orb =6.27 days) planet (Gandolfi et al. 2018) , was recently discovered using transit photometry with TESS (Gandolfi et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018) . Its bulk density (ρ p =2.82±0.53 g cm −3 ) places it in a region of the mass-radius diagram consistent with a variety of compositions ranging from 100% water to a rocky core surrounded by small amounts by mass of hydrogen-helium. Interestingly, the planet sits near the radius gap (R gap /R ⊕ ∼1.8) of small, close-in planets (Fulton et al. 2017; Van Eylen et al. 2018 ) that separates the planets that are thought to have retained an atmosphere (R p /R gap >1) from those that lost it as a result of irradiation-driven escape (R p /R gap <1) (Lopez & Fortney 2013; Owen & Wu 2013) . These arguments strongly suggest that π Men c has an atmosphere that is currently escaping.
We report the first attempt to detect π Men c's upper atmosphere with Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations of H i Lyα absorption. The search is motivated by the planet's bulk density, consistent with large amounts of hydrogen in the form of H 2 or H 2 O. Under the effects of strong stellar irradiation, photodissociation of both molecules will produce H atoms that will escape the planet and form a potentially detectable extended atmosphere. The same strategy has revealed the occurrence of significant H i Lyα absorption in the atmospheres of the hot Jupiters HD 209458 b and HD 189733 b (Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003 Ben-Jaffel 2007 , 2008 Bourrier et al. 2013; Lecavelier des Etangs et al. 2010 , and the warm Neptunes GJ 436 b and GJ 3470 b (Kulow et al. 2014; Ehrenreich et al. 2015; Bourrier et al. 2018) .
The attempts to detect H i Lyα absorption around smaller and/or less irradiated planets have so far resulted in non-detections or in less clear conclusions: HD 97658 b (Bourrier et al. 2017a) , 55 Cancri e , TRAPPIST-1 b and c (Bourrier et al. 2017b,c) , Kepler-444A e and f (Bourrier et al. 2017d) , and GJ 1132 b (Waalkes et al. 2019) . The theoretical understanding of when planets develop extended atmospheres is imperfect, and in particular the role played by atmospheric composition remains poorly explored.
RECONSTRUCTED SPECTRUM OF π MEN
Our hydrodynamic-photochemical model, which is the basis for the interpretation of the reported observations (see below), requires a realistic stellar spectrum as input into the top of the atmosphere. To this end, we constructed a complete 5 A-2.5 µm spectrum for π Men from new and archival data, scaled solar spectra, and a radiative equilibrium stellar model. Table 1 gives the source for each part of the reference spectrum including any scaling factors used. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the representative spectrum of π Men as observed from Earth. In the rest of this section we describe the reconstruction of the Lyα line, which is based on new data from this work obtained to search for a planetary transit signature.
We observed π Men on 2019 Jul 24 during 5 consecutive orbits with the Hubble Space Telescope's (HST) STIS instrument as part of HST-GO-15699. The first two orbits occurred during pre-transit, the following two during transit, and the final orbit occurred post-transit, with respect to the transit observed by TESS. Our data were taken with the G140M grating centered at 1222Å and the 52×0.2 slit, in timetag mode. The complete spectral range covered by each spectrum is 1194-1249Å.
We downloaded from the MAST archive the data calibrated and extracted by calstis 1 .
To reconstruct the bright H i Lyα line (1216Å) from the STIS spectrum, we used methods described in Youngblood et al. (2016) to simultaneously fit a model of the ISM H i and D i absorption and a model of the intrinsic stellar emission.
Given the non-detection of the planetary transit (see below), we co-added the spectra obtained in each of the 5 HST orbits for improved S/N. In contrast to the procedure described in Youngblood et al. (2016) , we assumed a Voigt profile for the intrinsic stellar emission, and a small Gaussian in absorption to account for the self-reversal of the line expected in G dwarfs like π Men. We find an intrinsic Lyα flux of F(Lyα) = 3.80±0.40 × 10 −13 erg cm −2 s −1 . The right panel of Fig. 1 We note that the Lyα flux levels detected in our STIS spectrum are less than expected, because of the unknown ISM H i column density, Doppler broadening parameter, and radial velocity at the time of planning these observations. The Before incorporation in the analysis below, the representative 5Å-2.5 µm spectrum is binned to a constant 1Å. We accounted for the varying spectral resolutions of our data sources by convolving higher resolution data with a Gaussian kernel until overlapping spectral features matched. The X-ray+EUV (5-912Å) stellar spectrum is particularly important to drive the atmospheric escape, as both hydrogen and oxygen atoms absorb at these wavelengths. Our reconstruction leads to a stellar irradiation of π Men c at these wavelengths of 1350 erg cm −2 s −1 .
To test the impact of some of the above choices on the atmospheric modeling of π Men c, we additionally produced two alternative reconstructed spectra. We refer to them as the high and low stellar spectra, because they bracket the integrated EUV flux of our reference implementation. The X-ray+EUV flux at the planet's orbital distance for the high spectrum is 1810 erg cm −2 s −1 , as in King et al. (2019) , whereas for the low spectrum the flux is 1060 erg cm −2 s −1 , based on the estimates by France et al. (2018) . The discrepancy between these two works' EUV estimates occur because π Men is observed to have similar chromospheric emission to the Sun (France et al. 2018 ), but 3.3× higher coronal emission than the Sun (King et al. 2019 ). Coronal and chromospheric emission both contribute to the unobserved EUV spectral range. Before performing a deeper analysis and eventually assigning upper limits on the non-detection, it is necessary to look for and correct for the breathing effect, which is known to affect most STIS observations obtained with a narrow slit (e.g., Ehrenreich et al. 2015; Bourrier et al. 2018) . We assume that the amplitude of the breathing effect is a function of the HST orbital phase and that it is repeatable across the 5 HST observations. We downloaded from MAST the calibrated 2-dimensional spectra providing information on the photon arrival time (" tag.fits" files) and split each HST observation in 5 sub-exposures of equal exposure time. From each sub-exposure image, we extracted the stellar spectra using a slanted extraction box with an aperture of 20 pixels and the background employing an identical extraction box, but shifted upwards by 100 pixels (see Fig. 2 , Appendix B). We then removed the relative background from the stellar spectra, phased each sub-exposure with HST's orbit, and finally looked for repeatable trends in the fluxes integrated between +35 and +300 km/s, which is the region of the observed Lyα line with the highest flux, thus highest signal-to-noise. For the analysis of the breathing effect, we considered just the observations obtained in the second, fourth, and fifth HST observation because the first HST orbit is notoriously affected by additional systematics and the third observation has been partially obtained during the planetary ingress. We modelled the breathing effect as a polynomial of varying order, selecting the one that minimises the Bayesian Information Criterion: BIC = χ 2 +k log N , where k is the number of free parameters and N is the number of data points. We finally obtained that the breathing effect is best described by a first order polynomial
We applied the same correction for the breathing effect to the whole Lyα fluxes and looked for the planetary transit signature in the light curves obtained from integrating across the blue (−250 to −100 km/s) and red (+35 to +300 km/s) line wings, without finding any (Fig. 2 , bottom-right panel). We place an upper limit on the size of the planet's H i atmosphere by fitting a transit model of an opaque sphere to the Lyα light curve using an MCMC technique. We use the batman package (Kreidberg 2015) with transit parameters from Gandolfi et al. (2018) , and uniform limb darkening parameters. We find 1σ, 2σ and 3σ upper limits to the size of the planet at Lyα π Men c's bulk composition is very uncertain. Thus we consider a variety of compositions for the planet's lower atmosphere that enter into our model as boundary conditions at the p=1 dyn cm −2 level. Effectively, we explore bulk compositions that range from 100% water to 100% hydrogen. It is assumed that there are no bottlenecks preventing water or its dissociation products from reaching the upper atmosphere. Indeed, water condensation is unlikely for the high temperatures expected in the lower atmosphere, which must be consistent with an equilibrium temperature T eq ∼1150 K. Also, separation by mass plays a minor role for the eddy mixing considered here (parameterized through the coefficient K zz =10 8 cm 2 s −1 ). If a homopause exists, its location can be estimated by equating the eddy and molecular diffusion coefficients of the relevant gases (García Muñoz 2007a). Assuming these are H and O and a local temperature ∼T eq , we estimate that the homopause occurs at p∼0.2 dyn cm −2 . At this level, the bulk velocity of the gas is on the order of m/s, which is larger than the corresponding eddy or molecular diffusion velocities by 1-2 orders of magnitude. In summary, eddy diffusion ensures that gravitational settling of the heavier gases is inefficient below the p∼1 dyn cm −2 level, and the bulk gas velocity has a similar effect at higher altitudes.
We ran a few preliminary models with various amounts of water prescribed at the lower boundary that revealed that water dissociates very rapidly at the p=1 dyn cm −2 level. This is consistent with the findings reported by Guo (2019) water) to 0 (i.e. no water in the atmosphere). Or equivalently, x LB H from 2/3 to 1. For consistency, we normalized all the vmrs at the lower boundary so that their summation is exactly one. Figure 2a shows that the predicted mass loss rates for the whole atmospheric gas areṁ∼4×10 9 -10 10 g s −1 (over a solid angle π) when the reference stellar spectrum is implemented. The mass loss rates are enhanced (diminished) when the high (low ) stellar spectra are implemented, as expected. They are consistent with the 1.2×10 10 g s −1 quoted by Gandolfi et al. (2018) on the basis of the hydrogen-atmosphere models developed by Kubyshkina et al. (2018) . These rates are moderately sensitive to the prescribed x LB O (our proxy for H 2 /H 2 O partitioning in the bulk atmosphere) even though there is a difference in the gas molecular weight by a factor of up to 6 between models. As expected, the fractionation in the atmosphere between the hydrogen and oxygen atoms is minor. Indeed, the factor 
Transit depths for H and O atoms
We produced synthetic spectra of H i Lyα absorption at mid-transit to compare with the observations. The absorption is described through a Voigt function with both thermal and natural broadening. The transition wavelengths, probabilities and oscillator strengths are borrowed from the NIST Bibliographic Database (Kramida 2010; Kramida et al. 2018) . It is assumed that the atmospheric profiles of Fig. 3 are representative of the entire atmosphere rather than only the substellar direction.
The gas escaping towards the star or away from it has a line-of-sight component that Doppler-shifts the absorption line. This is considered by shifting the absorption coefficient in wavelength according to the local line-of-sight velocity, and results in broader absorption spectra. Figure 4a shows the transit spectra for H i Lyα absorption based on the models described above ( Indeed, our model does not consider the interaction of the escaping atmosphere with radiation pressure or the stellar wind, which may accelerate the gas faster than the ∼10 km/s seen in Fig. 3a and enhance the absorption in the Lyα wings (e.g. Ehrenreich et al. 2015; Bourrier et al. 2018; Tremblin & Chiang 2013; Trammell et al. 2014; Shaikhislamov et al. 2018; Debrecht et al. 2019) . We explored this issue in an ad hoc manner as follows. Assuming that the mass loss rate is determined below a few planetary radii, and is well predicted by our 1D model, we transformed the velocity and density above that altitude in the way: u→uψ, and [H]→[H]/ψ, where ψ(r/R p ) is a function of the radial distance. This transformation lacks a genuine physical basis but at the very least ensures mass conservation if applied to all gases, and enables us to estimate by how much the gas should be accelerated to produce detectable absorption in the Lyα wings. We adopted ψ(r/R p <2.5)≡1 (no additional acceleration near the planet) and ψ(r/R p ≥2.5)=1+(r/R p −2.5) (a linear increase in velocity over our hydrodynamic-photochemical model predictions beyond r/R p =2.5).
The resulting spectra, Fig. 4b, show 4a and the scenario of possibly extra acceleration for an atmosphere with significant amounts of oxygen represented by x LB O ≥10 −1 in Fig. 4b . Inversely, the exercise confirms that the loss of hydrogen atoms is massive enough in the models with lower x LB O to produce detectable H i Lyα absorption provided that the atoms are further accelerated at radial distances r/R p >2.5 to velocities a few times higher than predicted by our 1D model. Such a possibility motivates the current observations of π Men c and future attempts for other small exoplanets.
Absorption by the O i triplet at 1302-1306Å has been reported for the hot Jupiters ). We produced O i absorption spectra for π Men c, and found that the transit depths are comparable in our cases with non-zero x LB O , a finding that simply reflects that the atom number density profiles are similar (Fig. 3d ). The transit depths at the core of the strongest of the triplet components (at 1302Å), and where the strongest absorption will occur, are on the order of 10% for the standard atmospheric profiles, and 1.5-2% for the transformed profiles. The drop in the transit depth for the transformed profiles is due to the fact that in this case the line wings absorb comparably to the line core. In practice, an observation that integrated over wavelengths bracketing the line core will result in smaller transit depths than the 10% and 1.5-2% estimated here.
DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVE
π Men c is probably one of the best targets to investigate what small exoplanets are made of. Taking the bulk density as a proxy for bulk composition, GJ 436 b (ρ p =1.8 g cm −3 ) is the planet most similar to π Men c (ρ p =2.82 g cm −3 ) for which H i Lyα absorption has been detected. Loyd et al. (2017) did not find evidence for C ii or Si iii at GJ 436 b, which suggests that these atoms occur in trace amounts in the atmosphere of this warm Neptune-size planet. Using a hydrodynamic-photochemical model similar to ours, they also estimate that GJ 436 b loses mass at a rate of 3.1×10 9 g s −1 . This is smaller but comparable to our estimate for π Men c (4×10 9 -10 10 g s −1 ). Even accounting for the larger stellar size of π Men (1.1R vs. 0.46R ), it was reasonable to expect that if π Men c's atmosphere is hydrogen-dominated, there would be evidence for an extended atmosphere in our HST/STIS measurements. Alternatively, and assuming that the physics implemented in these models is relatively complete, it is fair to argue that our non-detection suggests that π Men c's atmosphere is not hydrogen-dominated. for the theoretical expectation that stronger irradiation potentially compensates for higher planet densities. Both panels are qualitatively consistent and suggest two different behaviors in the planet sizes at Lyα with a transition at ρ p =2-3 g cm −3 .
We propose that Fig. 5 may actually reflect a transition in the bulk composition of the planets. Within the transition region, GJ 436 b and π Men c would represent hydrogen-dominated and non-hydrogen-dominated planets, respectively. The case of 55 Cnc e is special because its density (ρ p =6.4 g cm −3 ) is comparatively high, but
its irradiation-corrected density is moderately low. Taken at face value from Fig.   5 , the non-detection of H i Lyα absorption at 55 Cnc e ) is consistent with the planet lacking an atmosphere (Demory et al. 2016) or having an atmosphere made of heavy molecules (Angelo & Hu 2017) .
The idea that Fig. 5 shows two separate behaviors can be tested by the search for H i Lyα absorption, but also for O i and C ii, in the atmosphere of π Men c and other small exoplanets. In addition, further modeling will help elucidate the specifics of escape for non-hydrogen-dominated atmospheres and the connection between the lower and upper atmospheres, for which little work has been done. a the solar minimum spectrum from Woods et al. 2009 , scaled in the X-ray to match predictions from King et al. (2019) , scaled in the EUV (124-912Å) to match an average of the predictions from King et al. (2019) and France et al. (2018) , and not scaled in the FUV based on excellent agreement with the blue end of the COS spectrum (b).
b the archival COS spectra from France et al. (2018) , no scaling necessary.
c the Lyα reconstruction from this work, shifted slightly to match the flux of the surrounding COS spectrum.
d the archival STIS spectrum of the G0V star HD 39587 from Ayres (2010) , scaled down to match the red edge of the COS spectrum.
e a G0V radiative equilibrium model from Pickles (1998) , scaled to match π Men's optical photometry. .5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, and 9.5 . we consider only the 1σ uncertainties in the transit depths. For π Men c and the other more dense planets, the measurements are consistent with no absorption, and we assign an arbitrary R Lyα /R ⊕ <0. We omit error bars for R Lyα /R ⊕ in such cases because they do not necessarily reflect the planet size but other effects such as stellar variability. As exceptions, we show the 1, 2 and 3σ upper limits to R Lyα /R ⊕ for π Men c, the 2 σ upper limit for GJ 1132 b, and the 1 σ upper limit for 55 Cnc e. Table 1 in Appendix C summarizes the reference sources to prepare this plot. The diagram suggests a transition at 2-3 g cm −3 tentatively connected to atmospheric composition. Hydrogen-dominated atmospheres become more extended and easier to detect than non-hydrogen-dominated atmospheres.
Amongst the planets represented here, the transition is bracketed by GJ 436 b and π Men c. Bottom. Similar to the above, but using the irradiation-corrected density ρ p,XUV . In the uncertainties of ρ p,XUV , we omit the uncertainties associated with the reconstructed X-ray+EUV stellar flux F XUV . Representing R Lyα /R ⊕ vs. ρ p,XUV generally confirms that less dense planets seem more prone to developing extended atmospheres. π Men c and the characterization of small worlds 27 C. EXPLORING EXOPLANETS' SIZES AT Lyα
For energy-limited conditions, the mass loss rate of a planet:
where the numerator is the X-ray+EUV irradiation (wavelengths less than 912Å) received by the planet on its orbit over an effective area ∝R 2 p , and the denominator is the planet's gravitational potential. F XUV /ρ p is thus a key physical parameter for atmospheric escape.
Based on the above, we define an XUV-corrected planet density:
which considers simultaneously the planet density and the effect of irradiation on the escape. The choice of the X-ray+EUV irradiation for π Men c as a scaling factor ensures that ρ p,XUV =ρ p for this planet. Table 1 summarizes ρ p , ρ p,XUV and F XUV for the sample of planets considered in Fig. 5 . Table 1 . Data corresponding to Fig. 5 . TD stands for transit depth; The XUV=X-ray+EUV irradiation is at the planet's orbital position; Densities and other information are taken from the NASA Exoplanet Archive (https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/). †: Estimated from their Eq. (6) and quoted mass loss rate 3×10 9 g s −1 . 
